Stewardship Area 1 – 20 Acres

Overview
This area is bottomland with most soils having a shallow, perched water table during much
of the rainy season. A fairly high percentage of the soils are classified as hydric, which means
they have a water table at or very near the surface during a significant part of the growing
season. Areas with hydric soils would usually be classified as wetlands. Numerous small
rivulet streams spring from this unit and flow in an easterly direction into the adjoining
wetland area.
This unit was probably dominated by a stand of western red cedar and Sitka spruce prior to
settlement. Because this area is close to the shoreline, Native Americans undoubtedly used
the area for gathering materials for building structures, boats, baskets, etc. No large relict
stumps are present in this unit. Following settlement, the area was cleared and possibly
drained to some extent in order to be used for pasture. Agricultural use was abandoned
approximately 50 years ago and the fields naturally re-vegetated to the fully stocked stand of
red alder present today.
A wheelchair accessible trail and a 130-foot length of boardwalk across the wettest part of
the route have been constructed in a northerly/southerly direction through this area.
Crushed rock fill has been placed on most of the trail route to create an enduring, surfaced,
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trail. A small pond has been dug near the south end of this unit, and a viewing platform has
been constructed just off the trail to overlook the pond.

Vegetation
This unit is predominantly a fully-stocked stand of 40 to 50 year old red alder. Dominant
trees are generally good quality and have a "diameter at breast height" (DBH) of 8 to 12
inches, with a few to 14 inches. Suppressed trees are generally less than 6 inch DBH and are
dying or have small crowns. Tops have broken out of some of these trees. Spacing of
dominant trees is approximately 15 feet apart and spacing of all other trees is 10 feet. Some
alder has either partially or totally blown down as a consequence of past storms. Many trees
have exposed root balls, indicating a shallow depth of rooting.
There are both scattered groups and individual western red cedar which are 10 to 30 years
old. In the vicinity of the pond there are scattered groups of planted cedar seedlings, which
are approximately 5 years old. Cedar trees are limby but otherwise are of good quality.
Density of cedar is variable, ranging from being nearly absent in some areas to as tight as 15
feet apart in other clumps. There is a large, double- topped Sitka spruce tree with a DBH of
40” southeast of the boardwalk. There are also a few willows scattered in the stand,
especially along the northeast edge of the unit.
Understory vegetation in non-hydric soils is mostly salmonberry, sword fern, and elderberry,
and in hydric soil areas it is mostly salmonberry, lady fern, slough sedge, and horse tail.
There are several small meadows in the north end of the unit that are dominated by reed
canary grass. For a more detailed list of plant species present, see reference (B), “Wetland
Identification and Assessment - August 30, 1991” by Ron Vanbianchi.
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Stewardship Area 1: Pond and alder/cedar stand with blowdown

Wildlife
Mammals utilizing this unit include black-tailed deer, raccoon, coyote, river otters, and voles
(in grassy areas). Amphibians extensively utilize this unit, especially the wetland parts.
Numerous species of birds have been observed and listed by volunteer observers and also by
Ron Vanbianchi in the aforementioned study. Refer to Appendix I in this report for a more
complete listing of wildlife species present. During the period when alder matures and starts
to die, woodpeckers and cavity nesting birds would be expected to increase usage of this
area. The large spruce and larger alder trees in this stand provide some limited roosting
habitat for bald eagles and other raptors. The trees may also be used by great blue herons
although the proximity of residences and other human activities may slightly discourage
usage by herons and raptors.

Objectives/Alternatives
·
·

·

Allow natural succession to occur as much as possible.
An abundance of snags and downed logs can be expected over the next 20 years as this
alder stand matures which will result in an increase in usage by certain wildlife species.
Falling limbs and trees will increase the potential hazard to users. Consider planting
conifers along the trail, and cutting down alder trees or creating short snags at a distance
away from the trail equal to the average tree height for safety.
Augment natural succession by planting western red cedar and Sitka spruce in holes
following the blowdown or death of red alder trees. Plant on a 12-foot spacing beyond
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·

·
·

the drip lines of existing live trees. Prior to planting clear planting sites of brush for a
radius of at least 3 feet prior to planting, and control competing vegetation until trees
have over-topped competition.
If the emergent wetland to the east is purchased, consider creating a branch trail to the
east and a view point at the forest/emergent wetland edge. The trail should stay on the
driest soils possible to minimize impact to wetlands.
Remove Himalayan blackberry, holly trees and any other non-native plants as they
occur.
Consider planting the small meadows of reed canary grass to woody vegetation that will
eventually shade out this non-native plant. These small meadows will contribute to the
diversity of this stewardship unit despite being dominated by this invasive grass.

Field Observation Notes:
1. Shallow rooting depth and resulting blowdown of trees on these wet soils; note
“pancaked” roots of blown down tree just east of boardwalk.
2. Pond and viewing platform at south end of this area – pond level is indicative of
shallow water table of soils. Listen for frogs in spring/summer.
3. Note the 40” DBH Sitka spruce tree to the southeast of boardwalk.
4. Natural succession – natural regeneration of western red cedar trees underneath the
red alder.
5. Small rivulet streams are springing from this area.
6. Note historical drainage ditch along trail south of boardwalk.
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